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Pathways for Consideration
1. Executive Summary
In 2016, the Rate Affordability Task Force Report was created with the goal of improving rate affordability and
equity of the Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSD) fees. The report explained that wastewater
collected and treated by MSD includes not only sanitary flow, but also inflow and infiltration (I/I). I/I consists of
groundwater and storm water runoff that enters the sanitary and combined sewer systems through direct storm water
connections into the system and leaks that occur in pipes. Storm water and the runoff it produces from flowing over
impervious, or hard, surfaces such as parking lots and rooftops are a significant contributor to I/I related issues. After
evaluating the current rate structure of MSD, the report concluded that the current rate structure and method for fee
collection places the majority of I/I costs on single-family residents, as they make the up the majority of sewer usage.
However, these customers do not contribute proportionally toward I/I, which comes in significant part from large
impervious surface areas typically associated with non-residential properties. More equitable cost recovery that
considers financial impacts and rate affordability for residents, business owners, and other property owners across
the County is needed.
The Hamilton County Board of County Commissioners (Board) adopted a resolution on October 24, 2019
acknowledging that a relationship exists between storm events in the region and sanitary and combined sewer
overflows experienced by MSD. Recognizing that an enhanced MSD rate structure may more equitably recover costs
from properties contributing to inflow problems, the Board resolved to create a task force (Agency Task Force) and
a Stakeholder Workgroup (Stakeholders) to develop a viable path forward regarding a potential enhanced rate
structure that accommodates a wet weather fee based on impervious surface.
To address the goals of the Board’s resolution, this “Pathways for Consideration: Wet Weather Fees and
Collaborative Storm Water Management” document has been created to discuss two key focus areas:
1. An enhanced MSD rate structure and MSD wet weather fee, and
2. Countywide collaborative storm water delivery and rate structure consistency.
Focus Area #1: MSD’s Enhanced Rate Structure and Wet Weather Fee Initiative (Initial Focus Area)
Evaluating an enhanced rate structure to include an impervious surface fee, or wet weather fee, would cover certain
I/I related costs based on the amount of impervious surfaces on a property. Evaluating an enhanced rate structure
which is directly related to a property’s contribution toward I/I, is an alternate method that MSD can potentially
utilize to adequately recover costs from properties contributing to inflow problems. An impervious surface fee or wet
weather fee is developed using a rate structure based on the quantity – in square feet – of hard surface assessed at a
parcel scale. It creates a method to proportionally tie cost recovery to a user’s demand on the system based upon the
property’s amount of impervious area. The amount of impervious area can be measured based upon aerial imagery
or may be estimated using factors such as intensity of development. While not creating a new fee, an enhanced MSD
rate structure would move a portion of allocated I/I costs from the current minimum charges and volume charges
for wastewater to a separate wet weather fee. While new customers may be identified as contributing to wet weather
issues, it should be emphasized that this is not a new fee.
Much work remains to determine rate structure specifics, but it is important to begin planning for such an
enhancement. As such, the Agency Task Force and Stakeholder Working Group have been organized to discuss
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equitable cost recovery and potential rate structure for wet weather-related inflow and infiltration by evaluating a
number of factors, including:
 How should an enhanced MSD rate structure be modified to bifurcate between sanitary sewer and storm
water or wet weather costs?
 What is the current level of service (LOS) and cost of these activities?
 How much impervious area exists within MSD’s service area?
 What residential rate structure will be used (flat, tiered)?
 What is the unit basis of the fee?
 Within what legal boundaries must the fee be structured?
MSD has identified key steps to conduct its analysis for an enhanced rate structure. This process will take time, but
planning this effort is a crucial first step. MSD is developing a proposed Wastewater Rate Structure Transition
Framework to describe the necessary steps for implementing an enhanced rate structure and wet weather fee. Once
developed, MSD’s framework will be included as an appendix to this Pathways document.
Focus Area #2: Countywide Collaborative Service Delivery and Rate Structure Consistency
Storm water system issues across the County are very complex and interrelated, making it challenging to dissect rate
structures without venturing into discussions about the complementary service delivery among agencies. This
discussion is compounded by the fact that MSD’s objectives related to storm water overlap with those of many
individual jurisdictions, and cooperative service delivery already exists in Hamilton County with the Hamilton
County Storm Water District (HCSWD). Examining existing fees being assessed by multiple agencies and
municipalities and addressing questions about services paid for through each fee, inherently leads to discussion
regarding optimizing service delivery. This is the second focus of this Pathways document. The examination of
existing fees should include a view of best storm water management practices for County residents and stakeholders.
The review of a potential comprehensive storm water management strategy will take time and, if adopted, requires
completion of a number of steps to implement. An incremental approach to implementation has several benefits, and
services can be implemented over time.
Figure 1 provides a map of the incremental, and parallel steps that may be necessary to achieve these goals. The steps
in the first box address the MSD’s primary objective to mitigate potential inequities in cost recovery by transitioning
to the recovery of wet weather costs (those related to I/I) through a distinct MSD enhanced rate structure. Steps in
the second and third boxes relate to the potential streamlining of fee structures and enhancement of collaborative
service delivery for property owners across Hamilton County. While the Agency Task Force did not agree entirely
or reach unanimity regarding a desired future state, the elements discussed in this document are recognized as key
considerations for any pathway forward.
As progress moves forward in all of these pathways, developing a clear and concise communication strategy will be
imperative to helping the community understand the needs and advantages of both initiatives. Clear communication
and messaging must be at the forefront of each focus area and will need to be continuously evaluated and
implemented at all stages. Such communication and messaging must be relatable and relevant, and answer the
following questions:
 What is the need for each focus area?
 Who will the initiatives affect, and how will rate payers benefit or be affected?
 How long will it take to evaluate and implement proposed changes?
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Figure 1: Steps to Achieving Changes Discussed in this Document

Short-Term Focus Area #1:

Short-Term Focus Area #2:

MODIFY MSD’S RATE STRUCTURE TO EMPLOY A WET
WEATHER FEE

MIGRATE ALL AGENCY STORM WATER FEES TO
IMPERVIOUS SURFACE-BASED

Steps may occur concurrently with Focus Area #2:
1. Leverage existing Financial Plan model which reflects MSD’s
proposed 2021 Operating Budget and 2021-2025 Capital Budget
2. Perform cost delineation to bifurcate “Sanitary Sewer Costs” and
“Wet Weather Costs” to recover these costs through sewer charges
and an impervious surface based wet weather fee
3. Define appropriate policies
4. Determine billing units leveraging available impervious surface
data and/or work efforts
5. Perform a rate structure evaluation to design an ISF and assess the
holistic bill impact of having a bifurcated sewer charge and an ISF
to recover wet weather costs
6. Create a billing file development protocol
7. Develop a plan for outreach and education
8. Identify an entity responsible for a comprehensive countywide
impervious surface layer; identify sources of ongoing funding

Steps may occur concurrently with Focus Area #1:
1. Agencies begin educating their bases and begin requesting fee
modification or implementation as needed for current services
2. Collect financial data including storm water program budgets,
current & projected staffing levels, current & planned debt service &
capital needs
3. Obtain data for rate base development including geospatial data
such as parcel, impervious area, and aerial imagery data
4. Review digital geographic data to establish billing unit and units of
service
a. Measure a statistically significant sample of single-family
residential parcels to determine the ‘typical’ residential
impervious area unit, or equivalent residential unit (ERU)
through statistical analysis.
b. Estimate number of billable units for the storm water rate
base
5. Develop financial model to model cash flow and rates
6. Create a billing file development protocol
7. Develop a plan for outreach and education
8. Identify an entity responsible for a comprehensive countywide
impervious surface layer; identify sources of ongoing funding

Long-Term Focus Area: EVALUATE AND STRENGTHEN COLLABORATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY
1.

Identify common storm water services provided by all Hamilton County agencies and municipalities (beyond those participating in the Task Force) and available
resources - current levels of service, desired levels of service, costs, current divisions of service
2. Identify steps for implementing increased collaborative service delivery.
3. Explore whether a countywide storm water management entity is a desired goal by the Task Force, Stakeholders, and the public at large. Evaluate potential for
administrative of services and fees by one entity for the entire County.
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4. Implement activities to further collaborative service delivery model. If a single existing agency is best suited to administer such a program, provide regional
drainage services, and collect a countywide fee.

2. Introduction and Background
The Hamilton County Board of County Commissioners (Board) adopted a resolution on October 24, 2019
acknowledging that a relationship between storm events in the region and sanitary and combined sewer overflows
experienced by the regional sewer provider, the Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSD). The
resolution, included as Appendix I, also recognizes that although MSD has evaluated the costs associated with wet
weather, or inflow and infiltration (I/I), the current rate structure does not recover costs proportionate to a property’s
demand on or impact to MSD’s systems. The resolution created a task force (Agency Task Force) and a Stakeholder
Working Group (Stakeholders) to develop a viable path forward for to evaluate an impervious surface fee that
accounts for the costs of managing storm water which contributes to inflow and overflow issues.
The Agency Task Force is made up of staff members from different agencies across Hamilton County that provide
storm water related services and currently administer a storm water fee, are interested in doing so, or may play a role
in administering a new MSD impervious surface fee, if established. The following agencies are represented on the
Agency Task Force:








Hamilton County Storm Water District (HCSWD)
Hamilton County Planning & Development (HCP+D)
Hamilton County Soil & Water Conservation District (HCSWCD)
City of Cincinnati Stormwater Management Utility (Cincinnati SMU)
City of Reading
Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSD)
Millcreek Valley Conservancy District (MVCD)

The Stakeholders consist of members from the general public, developers, and commercial/ industrial interests who
would be directly affected by an impervious surface fee. Examples of groups represented on the Stakeholder Working
Group include:
 Business representative with large amounts of impervious area
 Small business representative
 Landscape architect
 Building trades representative
 Hamilton County ratepayers
 Cincinnati Zoo representative
 Representative from Communities United for Action
 Representative from the Chamber of Commerce
 Representative from Sierra Club
 Representative from Ohio Valley Development Council
 Representative from League of Women Voters
As the Agency Task Force and Stakeholders will be working in parallel, this document was created to present
pathways for the two focus areas for the Agency Task Force to help convey the existing available information. It
consists of current factual, technical details of existing storm water programs and conditions across the County to
inform each group’s input. Input gathered from this effort will be used in crafting recommendations presented for
approval by the Hamilton County Board of County Commissioners.
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This document:
 Provides a summary of MSD’s pathway for a potential enhanced rate structure to implement a wet weather
fee
 Provides considerations and context for consistency in agency and municipality storm water rate structures
 Contemplates the next steps needed for the review of potential countywide comprehensive storm water
management
It is not the intent of this document to be a rigid structure to which future practices and fees must conform, but rather
to be a compilation of considerations for the Task Force and Stakeholders.

3. Defining the Current Situation
MSD is unique among agencies in Hamilton County in that its sole mission is to provide sewer collection,
conveyance, and treatment services. MSD was not developed as a storm water management entity, but its ability to
effectively and efficiently manage the sewer system is impacted by storm water runoff. MSD has developed and
implemented some storm water removal projects specifically authorized under state law designed to reduce combined
sewer overflows, and some required by MSD’s Consent Decree. There are significant storm water flows that MSD
must manage due to wet weather. A reevaluation of MSD’s rate structure could allow MSD to recover the portion
of their costs associated with handling the impacts of storm water runoff proportionate to properties’ demands based
on their impervious surfaces.
Second, and distinct from MSD’s sewer-related services, multiple agencies or municipalities in Hamilton County
provide storm water management services unrelated to those services provided by MSD; several also already charge
a fee for the services provided. Current fees are for separate and specific services provided by each agency or
municipality, but because service areas overlap, the landscape of service provision is complex.

3.1 MSD RATE STRUCTURE
Hamilton County and the City of Cincinnati, like many communities across the country, are under a federal court
order to reduce combined sewer overflows and eliminate sanitary sewer overflows. Most overflows occur during rain
events as storm water runoff flows into combined sewers or sanitary sewers. Limiting the amount of storm water
entering the County’s sewer system should reduce overflows and improve water quality. As previously discussed,
groundwater and storm water runoff enter the sanitary and combined sewer systems through direct storm water
connections into the sewer systems and leaks that occur in pipes. Because of this, wastewater collected and treated
by MSD includes not only sanitary flow, but also inflow and infiltration (I/I). Storm water and the runoff it produces
from impervious, or hard, surfaces are a significant contributor to I/I related issues, including sewer overflows and
sewer basement backups.
To address the main intent of the Board’s resolution, the most immediate path forward is to enhance MSD’s rate
structure to allow for a wet weather fee based on a property’s impervious surface. Currently, all of MSD’s costs to
manage storm water flow generated by wet weather are recovered through its rate structure for sewer service, and
the average sewer bill is approximately $51 per month. MSD’s billing practice is consistent with general wastewater
industry standards. Each bill is calculated using a minimum base charge (associated with meter size) plus a
commodity or volume charge.
To advance the recommendation of the Rate Affordability Task Force and meet the intent of the Board’s resolution,
MSD will evaluate updating its rate structure to equity and transparency for all parcels contributing rain-derived
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inflow into the MSD sewer system. To determine a more equitable rate structure and fee, the Agency Task Force
and Stakeholders must evaluate a number of factors, including:
 How should MSD’s enhanced rate structure bifurcate volume charge and runoff?
 How much impervious surface area is within MSD’s service area?
 What residential rate structure will be used (flat, tiered)?
 What is the unit basis of the fee?
 How will this change impact the minimum base charge and/or the commodity charge for MSD?
 Within what legal boundaries must the fee be structured?
 For whom the application of a credit and adjustment process is made available?
MSD’s proposed Wastewater Rate Structure Transition Framework will provide greater detail regarding the path
forward in developing an enhanced rate structure. Once finalized, this framework will be included as an appendix to
this Pathways document.

3.2 STORM WATER SERVICES PROVIDED BY OTHER AGENCIES AND MUNICIPALITIES
While modifying MSD’s rate structure to accommodate a wet weather charge will provide a more immediate
solution for recovering costs related to managing wet weather flow into its sewer systems, it does not address the
more complex challenges of comprehensive storm water management among all agencies and municipalities within
the County. Throughout the County, there are multiple agencies and municipalities that provide complementary
storm water management services in the same geographies, or similar storm water management services in different
geographies. Several agencies and municipalities already fund storm water services utilizing a fee. While MSD’s
service area may overlap with those of many individual jurisdictions, services offered by MSD are unique and
distinct.
Drivers of storm water management are also unique and distinct to MSD as compared to other agencies and
municipalities that provide storm water related services. These agencies (i.e., HCSWD, HCSWCD, HCP+D) and
municipalities, though often separately governed, share common missions of improving water quality and meeting
various storm water compliance requirements across the County. Agencies and municipalities operate in a way that
satisfies regulatory requirements and agency responsibilities. The following list demonstrates some types of storm
water services that are provided by multiple agencies or municipalities to meet their regulatory and community needs.
While similar services may be delivered by more than one agency, it does not automatically imply overlaps or
duplicative service delivery. From a regulatory perspective, some activities may have to occur in a decentralized
manner by individually regulated municipal separate storm sewer (MS4) communities. For example, different
agencies are required to perform specific plan reviews that relate to the agency’s mission and/or regulatory
requirements and the geographic area within their jurisdiction. Storm water services currently delivered by various
agencies and municipalities include:
 Public education and outreach
 Development and enforcement of storm water regulations
 Plan review
 Sediment and erosion control inspection
 Infrastructure inspections
 Infrastructure maintenance
 Street sweeping
 Capital project construction
 Flood control
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Additionally, there are currently instances of cooperative service delivery to achieve various storm water services and
compliance activities; one such example is the Hamilton County Storm Water District and its collaboration with
County partner agencies to provide MS4 permit compliance activities on behalf of and to the benefit of its copermittee jurisdictions. Specifically, the HCSWCD receives HCSWD funding to provide public education and
outreach, public participation and involvement activities, and erosion and sediment control plan review and
inspection services. HCP+D receives HCSWD funding to develop and maintain MS4 maps, and perform, postconstruction BMP plan review and inspection services. The HCSWD also provides funding to the Hamilton County
General Health District to assist with illicit discharge detection and elimination activities.
Work still remains to gain a better understanding of the services that each agency and municipality provides, the
driving force behind each service, and the specific geographic areas where they are provided. This will be a key next
step for any collaborative service delivery.
To demonstrate the intricacies in the current delivery of services across the County, Figure 2 shows at a glance the
providers of each type of service. Underlying the provision of services are three types of distinct services provided
by various agencies:
 Sanitary and Combined Sewer: Revenues from customers are used to offset costs of the combined system
(sanitary and storm in one system), separate sanitary system, and Consent Decree compliance
 Water Quantity: Revenues are used to offset costs of storm water and flood protection systems
 Water Quality: Revenues are used to offset costs for water quality improvement and MS4 permit
compliance
Figure 2 demonstrates, in a simplistic and straightforward manner, that some Hamilton County property owners
may be receiving multiple, complementary services from different service providers.
Figure 2: Provision of Services in Hamilton County

Sanitary & Combined
Sewer Service
•MSD
•Municipalities

Water Quantity
Service
•HCP+D
•MVCD
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Water Quality
Service
•HCSWD
•Cincinnati SMU
•MS4 Municipalities

The Board resolution also acknowledges a variety of storm water efforts are funded by different agencies and
municipalities. Other agencies that collect a fee for storm water services include the HCSWD, HCP+D, and
Cincinnati SMU. Table 1 provides a summary of the agencies in Hamilton County currently collecting a fee, the rate
structure, collection frequency, and collection mechanism. A detailed table of fees collected is located in Appendix
V. In some regions, MSD’s service area overlaps with these other agencies or municipalities who also administer
some form of a storm water fee and may already be based on impervious surfaces.
Table 1: Storm Water Fee Collection in Hamilton County
Agency

HCSWD

HCP+D

Cincinnati
SMU

Rate Structure
Residential: impervious area
based, tiered flat rate for single
family units, tiered flat rates for
multiple family units
Non-residential: impervious
area based
Residential: impervious area
based, tiered flat rate for single
family units, tiered flat rates for
multiple family units
Non-residential: impervious
area based
Class A & B (one and two
family): impervious area based,
tiered flat rate per equivalent
residential unit

Collection
Frequency

Billing Mechanism

Annually

Fee collected on annual
tax bill or direct bill to the
community

Annually

Fee collected on annual
tax bill (only in
townships)

Monthly

Cincinnati SMU

Class C (three family or more
residential, non-residential):
impervious area based
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City of
Loveland

Residential: flat rate per unit
Non-residential: impervious
area and unit based

Monthly

Customer billed directly

City of
Harrison

$2.00 Base Factor
Area Range Number x Intensity
of Development Factor x $2
(avg. monthly residential bill =
$4)

Monthly

Customer billed directly

Agency

City of Forest
Park

Rate Structure
Residential: flat rate per unit
Non-residential: based on land
and impervious area

Collection
Frequency

Billing Mechanism

Annually

Customer billed directly.

The Agency Task Force, as it was considering MSD’s enhanced rate structure, began to contemplate and discuss
potential benefits associated with the concepts of both similar rate structures and collaborative service delivery among
agencies and municipalities within Hamilton County that provide storm water services Specifically, encouraging
migration of all storm water agencies to storm water rate structures based on impervious area and further exploring
collaborative service delivery across the County may provide the following:
 Shared costs of common services among agencies
 Gained efficiencies in administrative functions such as billing
 Greater equality in services provided countywide
 Equitable distribution of costs among residents, businesses, and other stakeholders
Appendix II provides greater detail specifically regarding the fees collected and services provided by the agencies
participating in the Agency Task Force.

4. Level of Service
Each agency operates with a specific level of service for its storm water management activities, and discussion of
level of service is critical to planning activities and funding in the long term. Level of service is a complex issue to
address and requires the input of many stakeholders to reach consensus, including residents, businesses, agency
administration, and elected officials. Performance of storm water systems and services, the cost of these services,
regulatory requirements, and customer expectations all must be considered to determine level of service. Level of
service relates the costs that owners are willing to pay to the level of risk that agencies and property owners are willing
to accept.
As the Agency Task Force and Stakeholders determine a path forward, more comprehensive discussion and
understanding will be required regarding each agency’s current level of service, required levels of service, and the
desired future level of service given the forces of change such as population or service area growth, regulatory
requirements, customer demands, infrastructure needs, changing technology, and of course, limited resources.
Additionally, more specific cost of service details and level of service for each agency will need to be discussed in
quantifiable terms.
Table 5 provides a qualitative overview of various levels of service for each agency, as provided by Agency Task
Force members. To date, quantitative level of detail for each agency has not been collected. Examples of quantitative
levels of service include how frequently pipes and other infrastructure are inspected, what size storm event will be
managed by current infrastructure, and how quickly an agency responds to a customer complaint. At this point,
most levels of service discussed have been defined as regulatory-driven or simplified through design standards. Note
that in several cases, the same services are provided by different agencies to different geographic regions, so what
appears to be overlap in the table is not truly overlapping service provision. Documenting these similarities, however,
presents the most complete picture of storm water management services throughout the County.
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As many agencies across the County are performing services to comply with existing regulations, which are
documented in Appendix IV, there may still lie gaps in services that this document does not address, such as
comprehensive flood control, and other services that agencies have considered but have deemed infeasible to date
due to resource constraints. Input from Stakeholders and customers will be crucial to further inform the pathways
forward to achieve short-term and long-term goals, inform levels of service, and determine which service gaps are
further pursued.

5. Context for a Pathway
The Pathways document is intended to document the current state and describe key considerations that must be
contemplated for developing an MSD enhanced rate structure fee and a more comprehensive or collaborative set of
countywide programs, potentially funded through a standard ISF approach. The Agency Task Force did not agree
entirely on the context or desired future state, but the following elements were discussed as items for consideration
in developing the path forward:
 An equitable approach to recovering costs for storm water management, including wet weather
management, appropriately, based on demand upon the system which will provide immediate gains in
fairness between residential and commercial customers
 A common rate structure across multiple organizations will provide greater customer understandability –
customers will more easily understand why fees are charged and how fees are calculated.
 The simplest rate structure that fairly allocates cost to property owners should be used. The goal is to
implement a uniform rate structure and uniform rates if the costs of services allows. It should be noted that
funding will not be taken from existing programs to address all of the needs identified by this document, nor
does this mean that current storm water fees and rates are guaranteed to increase; rather, the burden of costs
may need to be distributed differently (i.e., residential vs. commercial parcels).
 While levels of service are not yet known or, in some cases, fully defined by agencies, any fee collected by
storm water agencies across the County could be based upon impervious surface.
 Storm water management that stems from purposeful, more unified policy and delivers service to address all
facets of storm water management including regulatory compliance for combined and separate storm water
systems, permitting, water quality, flood control, and infrastructure operation and maintenance and capital
projects delivery.
 Implementation of storm water best management practices through policy and a fee structure that
incentivizes private investment in storm water management.
 Services and solutions may be provided in incremental implementations that build upon one another. Not
all services need to be implemented immediately allowing for evaluation and course-correction along the
way. All contemplated pathways should be flexible to account for ever-evolving agency, environmental, and
community conditions.
 It is important to protect and promote an individual agency’s ability to choose level of participation in the
near term while providing a mechanism for gaining efficiencies, building trust among organizations, and
moving towards more comprehensive storm water management.
 It is important that any chosen pathway provides for customer understandability. Customers should be able
to understand the basis of any fee, how fees are calculated, why a fee is needed, and what services the fee
funds.
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6. Next Steps
The next steps will lead to achievement of the Board resolution to enhance MSD’s rate structure while providing a
pathway to more comprehensive service delivery for property owners across Hamilton County. The listed actions
may be performed concurrently or incrementally. It should be noted that the steps of Focus Area #2 do not depend
on full completion of steps in Focus Area #1 and vice versa.

6.1 FOCUS AREA #1: MSD’S ENHANCED RATE STRUCTURE AND WET WEATHER FEE
MSD has identified key steps to conduct its analysis for an enhanced rate structure. This process will take time, but
planning this effort is a crucial first step. MSD is developing a proposed Wastewater Rate Structure Transition
Framework to provide detail regarding MSD’s next steps and a planned path forward in enhancing its rate structure
to accommodate a wet weather fee to promote equitable and transparent cost recover. Once developed, MSD’s
framework will be included as an appendix to this Pathways document.
6.2 FOCUS AREA #2: COUNTYWIDE COLLABORATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY AND RATE
STRUCTURE CONSISTENCY
In parallel with MSD’s development of an ISF, other agencies and municipalities providing storm water management
services and/or charging a fee for services may complete the following steps to align rate structures and increase
cooperative service delivery.
1. Any storm water fee charged by agencies and municipalities within Hamilton County should be derived from
impervious surface. This will begin to move all agencies toward a consistent countywide impervious surface fee.
As MSD’s rate structure is changed, agencies can begin educating their bases and begin requesting fee
modification or implementation as needed.
2. Identify similar storm water services provided by all Hamilton County agencies and municipalities (beyond those
participating in the Agency Task Force) and available resources.
3. Identify governance challenges that will prohibit administration of storm water services and fees by one entity
for the entire County. If appropriate, identify the existing agency best suited to administer such a program and
collects a countywide fee.
4. Begin intensive planning among Agency Task Force members and others to identify goals, costs, and timelines
associated with future flood control services.
5. Properly operate and maintain existing flood control structures (i.e., Barrier Dam Army Corps of Engineers’
flood control features, etc.).
6. Incrementally address flood control services provided by various agencies – develop master flood control plans,
identify best agencies suited to provide services, and develop a phased-approach to scale implementation.

6.3 NEXT STEPS FOR BOTH FOCUS AREAS
While immediate efforts for MSD and other storm water service providers may seem discrete, it is also important
that all agencies continue collaborative dialogue. There are many next steps that will benefit both areas of focus and
all storm water service providers across the County.
1. Address the resolution passed by the Board of County Commissioners to convene the Agency Task Force and
Stakeholders to develop recommendations and considerations regarding altering MSD’s rate structure and
implementing an impervious surface fee.
2. As rate structures are updated for MSD and/or other agencies, identify key governance principles and policies
such as:
 Organizational roles and responsibilities – will any potential realignments be required?
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 How will impervious area be defined and who will maintain this data?
 What billing and enforcement mechanisms will be utilized?
 How will this be communicated to customers?
3. Develop a countywide delineated impervious surface GIS layer to include all residential and non-residential
properties. Identify necessary funding, funding sources, and an entity responsible for the creation and
maintenance of the impervious surface layer. It will also be important to agencies and municipalities to explore
using the same data source for impervious surface-based fees for consistency when applied by different entities.
4. Develop communication and engagement efforts to begin inter-agency and community dialogues necessary for
planning for long-term goals.
5. Define shared storm water services among agencies and municipalities. Based on those identified, prioritize and
incrementally implement shared services as deemed appropriate by agencies/municipalities across the County.
The next steps described above span a range of timelines; some can be implemented in a short timeline, while others
will require a period of years to be fully achieved. Taken together, this Pathway document can be used to develop a
more holistic approach to storm water management services and funding in the best interest of those who live, work,
and recreate in Hamilton County.
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APPENDIX I:
Hamilton County Board of County
Commissioners’ ISF Resolution
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COM'RS MIN.
VOL. 356

OCT 2 4 2019
IMAGE

On motion of Commissioner Driehaus
the following resolution was adopted...

, seconded by Commissioner Summerow Dumas

RESOLUTION CREATING A TASK FORCE AND WORKING GROUP
TO ASSIST THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATION IN ESTABLISHING
AN IMPERVIOUS SURFACE FEE FOR
THE METROPOLITAN SEWER DISTRICT OF GREATER CINCINNATI
HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO
WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati ("NISD") was created and
exists as a County Sewer District under Chapter 6117 of the Ohio Revised Code; and
WHEREAS the City of Cincinnati ("City"), by Ordinance of City Council adopted April 10, 1968,
consented to be included in the county sewer district now known as the Metropolitan Sewer
District of Greater Cincinnati; and,
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners, Hamilton County, Ohio ("County") is a party to
an Agreement dated April 10, 1968, with the City of Cincinnati (the "City") pursuant to which
the County exercises authority and control as the owner of MSD, and the City provides certain
management and operations services on its behalf; and
WHEREAS, the County entered into two Consent Decrees (collectively "Consent Decree") on
June 9, 2004 in a matter pending in the United States District Court for the Southern District of
Ohio, Western Division, Case No. C-1-02-107, captioned United States of America, the State of
Ohio, and Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission vs. The Board of County
Commissioners of Hamilton County, Ohio and the City of Cincinnati, Ohio; and
WHEREAS, the County Sewer District experiences sanitary or combined system overflows only
during rain events; and
WHEREAS, the County believes that limiting the amount of storm water entering the County
Sewer District will greatly improve the effectiveness of the sewer system; and
WHEREAS, not all parcels contributing rain derived inflow to the County Sewer District are
appropriately contributing to the current rate structure; and
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners has the responsibility for setting rates that are
fair and equitable for all users of the County Sewer District; and
WHEREAS, the United States Congress and the Ohio State Legislature have both recognized the
importance of storm water management in wastewater treatment; and

WHEREAS, the Board desires to develop an impervious fee structure for all parcels contributing
rain derived inflow to the County system consistent with R.C. 6117.02(0); and
WHEREAS, there are currently a variety of storm water efforts overseen and funded by
different agencies within the county; and
WHEREAS, the County proposes to create an agencies task force ("the Task Force") made up of
staff members from different agencies across the County Sewer District who currently
administer a stormwater fee, are interested in doing so, or may play a role in administering the
Impervious Surface Fee, if established, as part of the work plan development process; and
WHEREAS, the County recognizes the value and importance of incorporating a range of
perspectives and experiences beyond local agencies into the plan; and
WHEREAS, the County proposes to create a stakeholders working group ("the Working Group")
made up of representatives from the community and its organizations to provide input and
guidance from a diverse range of sources that will result in a recommended plan that respects
the needs of our community at large; and
WHEREAS, the County believes that the Task Force and Working Group will be instrumental in
recommending a suitable impervious surface fee plan.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of County Commissioners of Hamilton
County, Ohio, the County administration is directed to create a Task Force and Working Group
for establishing such an impervious surface fee; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Task Force created will include:
The County Administration
-

The Hamilton County Storm Water District
The Hamilton County Planning and Development

-

The City of Cincinnati Stormwater Management Utility
The Metropolitan Sewer District

-

The Mill Creek Valley Conservancy District
Hamilton County Soil and Water Conservation District

-

The City of Reading

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Working Group created will include:
Members of the Task Force workgroup
Representative from the Chamber of Commerce
- Representative from the Sierra Club
Representative from the League of Women Voters
Representative from the Ohio Valley Development Council
Representative from a business with a large impervious surface
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-

Small Business Representative
Representative from the Cincinnati Zoo
Representative from Communities United for Action
Three Hamilton County resident ratepayers
Landscape Architect
Building Trades Representative

IMAGE 1

Vo

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, participation in the Task Force and Working Group is voluntary; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the County Administrator may add participants to the Task Force
and Working Group as deemed necessary in his judgment; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Task Force will collaborate to develop options for consideration
by the Working Group; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the County Administrator will compile the results and
recommendations of this effort into a report to be presented to the Board of County
Commissioners; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Board of County Commissioners hereby finds and
determines that all formal actions relative to the adoption of this Resolution were taken in an
open meeting of the Board of County Commissioners and that all deliberations of this Board of
County Commissioners and of its committees, if any, which resulted in formal action were taken
in meetings open to the public, in full compliance with applicable legal requirements, including
Section 121.22 of the Ohio Revised Code.
ADOPTED at a regularly adjourned meeting of the Board of Commissioners of Hamilton County,
Ohio, on this 24th day of October, 2019.

Ms. Driehaus YES

Ms. Summerow Dumas YES

Mr. Portune ABSENT
EXCUSED

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the foregoing is a true and correct transcript of a resolution
adopted by the Board of Commissioners of Hamilton County, Oh io in session this twenty-fourth
day of October 2019.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and affixed the official seal of the office of the Board
of Commissioners of Hamilton County, Ohio, on this 24th day of October, 2019.

ne P
to, Clerk
f County Commissioners
ton County, Ohio

APPENDIX II:
Task Force Agency Services and Current
Known Associated Costs
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●

●5,6

Illicit Discharge

●

●

MS4 Outfall Mapping

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

BMP Inspections

●

●

Pollution Prevention

●

●

●

●

●

●

EPSC Plan Review &
Permitting
Development Plan
Review & Permitting
Construction Site
Inspections (EPSC)

Record Keeping &
Reporting
Permit Compliance
Planning,
Coordination &
Administration
Co-Permittee Water
Quality Projects

●6

$20,000
●

●

●

●

●
●6

●3, 6
●6
●6

Millcreek Valley
Conservation District

●

City of Reading

$1M

MSD1

$2M6

Hamilton County
Engineer's Office

Hamilton County
Storm Water District

$113,000

MS4 Compliance
Activities
Education, Outreach,
Involvement

Hamilton County
Planning &
Development

Cincinnati SMU

Hamilton County Soil
& Water Conservation
District

Table 2: Agency Task Force Members – Current Known Storm Water Activity Budgets

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

Billing & Collections

●

FLOOD CONTROL
Floodplain Permitting
Maintenance
Capital
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●
$2M

●

$3.5M

●

$12M
(future)

ANNUAL CAPITAL

Pump Stations

$3M

$50.8M
(WWIP)
$60.2M
(AM)

●

●

Basement Backup
Prevention

●

Wet Weather Facilities

●

Roadways

●

●

Open Ditch

●

●

●

Culvert

●

●

●

Inlet

●

●

●

●

Storm Sewer

●

●

●

●

●

Combined Sewer

●

Detention/
Retention Basin

●

●

●

●

BMPs

●

●

●

●

FTEs
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3

111
(Wastewater
Eng.)

Millcreek Valley
Conservation District

City of Reading

MSD1

Hamilton County
Engineer's Office

Hamilton County Soil
& Water
Conservation District

HCP+D

HCSWD

Cincinnati SMU

Table 3: Agency Task Force Members – Current Known Storm Water-related Capital Budgets

ANNUAL O&M
Pump Station
Maintenance
Basement Backup
Prevention/Cleanup

$3.6M

$1.1M4

●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

Culvert Maintenance

●

●

●

Inlet Maintenance

●

Storm Sewer
Maintenance
Combined Sewer
Maintenance
Detention/ Retention
Basin Maintenance

●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

BMP Maintenance

●

●

●

Street Sweeping

●

FTEs

18

114

125 (WW
collection)
30
(wtrshd
ops)
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Millcreek Valley
Conservation District

City of Reading

$222.9M

Wet Weather Facilities
Roadway
Maintenance
Open Ditch
Maintenance

MSD1

Hamilton County
Engineer's Office

Hamilton County Soil &
Water Conservation
District

HCP+D

HCSWD

Cincinnati SMU

Flood Control

Table 4: Agency Task Force Members – Current Known Storm Water-related Operations Budgets

1

See MSD Service Area Map

2

39 of the 49 jurisdictions in Hamilton County, including all 12 of the townships

3

HCP+D performs plan review for compliance with Storm Drainage System Rules & Regulations of Hamilton
County (non-MS4 related) AND Hamilton County Storm Water District Article V – Post-Construction Storm
Water Quality Regulations

4

Total for all programs

Services are provided for any jurisdiction in Hamilton County. HCSWCD receives funding from the Hamilton
County General Fund and OH Dept Agriculture for those services not funded by the HCSWD on behalf of its copermittees.
5

6

HCSWD performs MS4 permit activities on behalf of it’s co-permittee jurisdictions. Many of these activities are
performed by District partner agencies, including the HCSWCD and HCP+D – who are compensated for these
services from fees collected by the District.
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APPENDIX III:
Overview of Agency Levels of Service

●

●

●

Reactive
REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE

STORM
INFRASTRUCTURE
CAPITAL PROJECTS

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Inhouse

●

●

●

●

●

●

Contractor

●

●

●

Proactive

●

●

Reactive

●

Inhouse

●

●

●

Contractor

●

●

●

●

●

Reactive

●

Inhouse

●
●

Contractor

INFRASTRUCTURE
O&M

●

Routine

Proactive
SANITARY/
COMBINED
INFRASTRUCTURE
CAPITAL PROJECTS

●

Proactive

●

●

●

Reactive

●

●

●

●

Inhouse

●

●

●

●

Contractor

●

●

●

●

* HCSWCD and HCP+D are contracted by HCSWD to provide MS4 compliance activities, and they are compensated by the
District accordingly
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MVCD

●

CITY OF
READING

●

MSD

HCP+D

●

HCSWCD

HCSWD

Proactive

CINCINNATI
SMU

Table 5: Qualitative Levels of Service

COUNTY
COMMISSION
REGULATIONS
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HAMILTON COUNTY
PLANNING &
DEVELOPMENT
HAMILTON COUNTY
SOIL & WATER
CONSERVATION
DISTRICT

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

CONSENT DECREE

●
●

MILLCREEK VALLEY
CONS. DISTRICT

MSD

HAMILTON COUNTY
ENGINEERS OFFICE

HAMILTON COUNTY
STORM WATER
DISTRICT

OHIO SMALL MS4
GENERAL PERMIT

CINCINNATI SMU

APPENDIX IV:
Agency Regulatory Drivers
Table 6: Agency Regulatory Drivers

●
●

●

APPENDIX V:
Storm Water Fee Collection in Hamilton
County
Table 7: Sample Storm Water Fees in Hamilton County

Agency

Fee Amount

Collection
Frequency

Description
$8.13 per single family unit per year
Residential:
< 1,630 sf of IA = 0.5 SFU
1,630 and 4,450 sf of IA = 1 SFU
> 4,450 sf of IA = 1.4 SFU

HCSWD

$8.13/single family unit

Annually

Multifamily: utilizes a fee schedule
based on type and number of units
Non-residential properties charged
based on impervious area
Fee collected on annual tax bill or
direct bill to the community (direct bill
to community rates may vary
depending on services HCSWD
provides)
$7.01 per single family unity per year
Residential:
< 1,630 sf of IA = 0.5 SFU
1,630 and 4,450 sf of IA = 1 SFU
> 4,450 sf of IA = 1.4 SFU

HCP+D

$7.01/single family unit

Annually

Multifamily: utilizes a fee schedule
based on type and number of units
Non-residential properties charged
based on impervious area
Fee collected on annual tax bill or
direct bill to the community (direct bill
to community rates may vary
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depending on services HCSWD
provides)
Class A: One and two family
residential properties, 10,000 square
feet or less in land area

Cincinnati SMU

Class A - $8.28
Class B - $11.59

Monthly

Class B: One and two family
residential properties, 10,001 square
feet or more in land area
Class C: Three family or more
residential, and non-residential
properties; Area Range Number x
Intensity of Development Factor x
$/ERU

City of Loveland

City of Harrison

City of Forest Park
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$4.25/ERU

$2.00 Base Factor
$36
(single family and twofamily homes)

Monthly

Non-residential properties charged
based on impervious area and number
of ERUs

Monthly

Area Range Number x Intensity of
Development Factor x $2
(avg. monthly residential bill = $4)

Annually

Charges for all other properties will be
proportionally higher based on total
land area and impervious area

